THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
fresh encroachments upon the liberty of incest1, the later and
more complex four class system prohibiting certain unions
between relatives that the earlier and simpler two class system
has permitted, while the eight class system in turn prevents
those that are not excluded under the four class system,
though the actual relationships prohibited differ somewhat
according to whether descent is traced in the male or
female line.
Exogamy was         There is a considerable amount of evidence to show that
Pcededb    ex°gamv» where now in  force, was  preceded by a period in
PEndogamy which the unions prohibited under its rule were freely indulged
in, though the marriage tie was at the same time broader and
less binding. Thus of the Central Australians Spencer and
Gillen2 say that tradition "seems to point back to a time when
a man always married a woman of his own totem. The
reference to men and woman of one totem always living
together in groups would appear to be too frequent to admit
of any other satisfactory explanation. We never meet in
tradition with an instance of a man living with a woman who
was not of his own totem," The same conclusion as to the
former universal prevalence of endogamy emerges from a
study of the actually observed condition of the Australian
natives, the rude and uncultivated tribes of the interior being
still to some extent endogamic, while there is a gradual
increase in the frequency and strictness of exogamy, as we
proceed from these to the more advanced communities of the
north3. Among the Kacharis of Assam we have an example of
what is probably the still more primitive process of a
compulsory endogamy giving place to freedom to marry outside
the totem group, endogamy being here thus not only permitted
but enjoined4. Other indications of the co-existence of endogamy
with a totemic system are found in Madagascar5 and in
N.W. America6.
Frazer  supposes   that  exogamy  in   its  beginning  arose
1	Cp. Frazer, "Totemism and Exogamy," IV, 112 ff.
2	" Native Tribes of Central Australia," 419.
3	Frazer, "Totemism and Exogamy," I, 242 ff.
4	Idem, op. cit., IV, 297, quoting Rev. S. Endle.
5	Idem, op. cit., H, 636.
6	Idem, op. «'/., HI, 340.
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